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About This Game

Beyond the City VR

“Beyond the City VR " is a tower defense game. Come and join the ongoing war, play the role of the commander & soldiers to
resist the invaders in an open world. Choose between multiple powerful tower and unique epic skill! With the wide variety of

towers we can create our own perfect strategy. Enjoy a visually stunning tower defense game in VR world.
  There're two 2 mode for experience----- 1st is macro layout defense tower and 2nd is FPS micro-operation

 Play Mode:
1 The commander role | Strategy level

  Global macro layout overview of the map and fully take use of the resource in hand. 1st, we play as the role of commander to
arrange the tower power on the map. 3 different type of towers are available in demo version, each of them can be upgraded by

using money in game, with diversity attack mode.
2 The Soldiers role | Tactics level

  FPS micromanagement, once the layout is completed, the player steps into the tower (Archer Tower/ Magic Tower/ Turret) to
manipulate the weapon to against the invader. No mercy.

  With the progress of the game, the invaders have multiple waves of attack, the swordsman, the priest, WM warriors, and
summoned forest demon.

  Shooting with bows and arrows, using magic wand cast, or artillery bombing? Up to you!
  Come on to scavenge any threats from the enemy.:)
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 We are still working on it and keep updating monthly based on ur comments, many
thanks.

 Mail http://Btcgo@sina.com

 Weibo http://Weibo.com/littlev1
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Title: Beyond the City VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
成都小微云联 LittleV
Publisher:
成都小微云联 LittleV
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ RX 480

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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beyond the city vr ps4. beyond the city vr

10/10
This is a great game. Extremely adictive and there is a lot of playtime here. A must have for VR players.. I like this app. Just
what I needed to view my Photoscan Models in VR. Thank you! I'm glad to see the author is still bery actively working on
features for this program.. 11\/8-17 PC ver. The mouse pointer go very slow in the game. Trying to set all to off and 640 x 480
resolution. The menues does not work anymore .. The best Compilations video EVER. Redux: Dark Matters pays homage to
classic shmups such as R-Type, XEXEX, and Pulstar.
Is it as good as any of them? Not really.
Is it still worth playing? Ehhhh....I guess? Possibly...possibly maybe...maybe possibly...but certainly not definitely.

First off, it's a good-looking game, but it's also not. Everything looks sharp and really clean. The problem is everything also has
this bright and cheery aesthetic. In a way, it's a conscious design-decision. The backgrounds are fairly muted, while the player-
ship, enemies, and bullets are colourful* and easily distinguishable. While I respect that, I think the artist went a little too far. In
stage 2, it seems that half the enemies are firing flowers. Are they trying to kill me with kindness? What's the deal here?

Still, this is merely nitpicking compared to Redux's most glaring issue; it's way too easy. When fully-powered, the player-ship is
protected from about 90% of the enemy's arsenal. Sure, lasers and bullets that might hit from behind are worrying, but they
don't come up all that often. If that wasn't enough, there are usually 2-3 extra lives in every stage, plus a couple extends from
surpassing certain score thresholds. If that wasn't enough, then the player can hit a button. This causes a vortex to swallow up
any nearby bullets for several seconds. This special ability is tied to a meter, but it refills fairly quickly.

Now if all of that still(!) wasn't enough, there's also the portions of the game that went overlooked. The fourth boss has laser
cannons placed along the top and bottom of the screen, except for a massive space towards the left side. This is the most obvious
safe-spot I've ever seen. Instead of forcing the player to weave in-between bullets approaching from above and below, all anyone
has to do is sit back, watch, and laugh. I'm guessing that when this game was remade in wide-screen, nobody bothered to
account for the additional real estate.

I play a lot of STGs, but I'm a mediocre talent at best. I still cleared this game with 10 lives remaining, on my very first play-
through. Granted, this was on the default ship, which is practically invincible. Redux added a ship designed specifically for
veteran shmup-players, but it's loaded with oversights. The most obvious and ridiculous of the problems is that the veteran-ship's
weaponry OVERLAPS THE ENEMY BULLETS! When I saw this, my jaw hit the floor so hard it drove through the earth, and
then I cut my chin on the sharp edge of a dinosaur bone. I can't even remember the last time I saw this happen in a shmup.

Was this an actual idea by the developer? Did they think: "Those guys who play shmups by holding down the fire button all the
time annoy me soooooo much. We have to do something about them."? I can't come up with a reasonable explanation, I simply
can not. So if you're firing away, there's a good chance that you won't even see most of the bullets that are coming directly at
you. That's just great. Veteran-ship also lacks the force-pod\/other shields, which causes the game's difficulty to do a complete
180. Situations that were originally exceedingly simple become absurdly improbable.

Dux originally started off as a strict R-Type clone. It employed a checkpoint-system, which kicked players backwards whenever
they died, rather than respawning them immediately. Over the next couple re-releases, the game has become considerably more
lax, but that isn't enough of an excuse to assume that anyone can reasonably finish it without shields. The amount of bullets on-
screen never hits danmaku levels, but it's overkill all the same. On a normal play-through, anyone can sleep-walk through
Redux, but they'll hit a brick wall as early as stage 2, with the veteran ship. That isn't balanced, not in the slightest. If it were up
to me, I would have made the charge-shot slightly wider, so that hard-to-reach enemies don't get quite as many opportunities to
clog the screen with bullets. I also would have lowered the density of certain bullet-patterns.

Or I would have just made a different game, one that's not actually designed around having force-pods or shields just to survive.
Redux is an otherwise competently-made shooter held down by a complete lack of challenge. When it tries to break away, it
goes too far. In any case, this shmup simply isn't entertaining.
. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq8U3tR036I
A Horror-Comedy MS-DOS Childhood Classic of mine that I grew up with. Help Johnny Dash battle against Count Chuck's
Demonic Monsters & the Undead as he rescues Cats, Dogs, his pet dog; Tex and Animals from Count Chuck's Evil plans by
using your mighty Slingshot.
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As for the story, it's simple enough. Johnny Dash is 10-years old whos puppy Tex has gone missing for a few days. Just as when
night falls, a Thunderstorm rolls in as Johnny is pulled under is bed by a hairy arm with green eyes who's on his side then warns
him that his puppy hasn't just gone missing but was kidnapped by the evil Count Chuck; ruler of the Underworld. Count Chuck
is kidnapping helpless household pets and is turning them into monsters. Johnny is enraged by this turn of events. So the green
eyed enity arms him to the teeth with a slingshot and a special rock that somehow has infinite ammo then vanishes. Johnny
bursts out of his room and into the Underworld, armed and enraged with vengence to stop Count Chuck form taking over our
world with his army of monsters, rescue his beloved Tex and all the animals that Count Chuck has captured.. I like this game. It
added Christmas atmospheric.
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LEAVES - The Journey is very interesting and enjoyable puzzle game. It has cool graphics, weird creatures and nice music. A
must buy if you love puzzles that are a challenge.. like the game but this dlc does unfortunely suck you only get 1 scar H helmet
and jacket. Nice game in the style of construction of minecraft in which you have to build a special path to victory. Do you
enjoy listening to Hansen, MC Hammer and Vanilla Ice? Do you enjoy throwing away your loose change? Do you enjoy
watching bad movies from the 80's on VHS? If you answered yes to any of these questions I'd recommend you stop reading my
review and immediately purchase this game, you'll love it. For the rest of us do yourself a favor, click not interested and by all
means, even during a steam sale, when you see it for 49 cent... don't buy it..

So my warning wasn't enough and you want to know what this game is about.... well aside from trying and failing to be a video
game anybody on the face of Earth will like, you are an Astronaut who has found yourself floating in space... We'll ignore the
fact that no spaceship, capsule, satellite or anything needed to keep a human being in space alive, seems to be anywhere in sight,
and the fact your character floats freely through space asleep and oblivious to everything around him....

Out of the dark recesses of space come the P men.... or as I like to call them... PU men, cause they stink just as much as this
game... They strike your character sending him hurling towards what looks to be Earth... Instead of burning into a crispy little
ball of flame (which I'd have happily handed over my .49 cent to see) you somehow manage to come down unscathed, bounce a
few times and then somehow wake up in the magical land of... WTF were the developers taking when they created this World.
or CashGrab Land as I'll call.

Inside CashGrab land you float from one point to another, using arrows, messages and other assorted random things to find your
way around. If you ever played an 80's game when you would spend hours wandering around the same dungeon looking for your
next objective you'll understand this game... The only difference is you'll be floating past PU creatures for no apparent reason,
searching for beach equipment.... Why!.... Who knows why, I suppose the developers thought Space is like a vast ocean and
tried to put some hidden message into their game..... NA they just didn't care...

So wander around this CashGrab Land for a few hours, find your beach stuff and enjoy this game... err well actually no
enjoyment will be found or had with this game, it just drains your soul.. much like a succubus after 3 hours of playing the only
thing left to do is drool on yourself until someone comes along and frees you from it's sucktastic grip...... This is the most
amazing thing ever for just about anything you have to do!
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